Housing Selection
For Current Residential Students Only

The Priority Points score you have earned this academic year establishes the start time for you to participate in housing selection. If you are in a fully matched roommate group, the person in your group with the earliest pick time can log into myHousing at their designated time to select and assign housing for all students in their matched group. At that time, if no rooms/suites/apartments are available that can accommodate the size of the group, the group will have to be broken into smaller groups by removing matched roommates. Once you do this, the pick time of the new group(s) becomes the pick time of the person in the new group with the earliest pick time.

Online Roommate Matching Instructions:

- Disable your pop-up blocker
- Go to the student portal page here, Student Portal
- Choose “login – access secured area of eWeb”
- Click “Student Services”
- Click “Housing and Residential Life”
- Choose “My Housing”

At the bottom of the page, you will see the Room Selection details and your individual start time (see below). At that time, you may click “Room Selection” and choose “Select a Room/Suite” to choose a spot and assign all members of your matched roommate group.
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If you are not eligible for the housing selection process, (by not paying the deposit on time, completing the application, not a current resident student), or if the process is not live yet, you will see the message below.

At this time, if you have an unmatched roommate group, you will see the message below. You will not be able to choose a room and make an assignment until all roommates are matched or you remove the unmatched group members (please be sure to inform your friends/roommates if you do this) and proceed on with the process.
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If you have a fully matched roommate group or are proceeding through the process as an individual, you will see the message below.

Select “Find Available Rooms,” it will find all rooms that can fit your matched group. If you are in a group, it will only show rooms/suites/apartments that can accommodate your entire group. Groups must click “Select Suite” to choose multiple rooms for you and your roommates. Individuals must click “Select Room.” See below
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If there are no rooms/suites/apartments that can accommodate the size of your group, you will get a window informing you that “No available rooms were found that could accommodate you and your roommates AND/OR no available rooms were found that match your search criteria.”

In order to choose a room, you will have to disband the group/make smaller groups by removing roommates. When you remove all or some of the roommates, you can now search again. If there are still no available rooms, you may have to proceed through the process as an individual, as there may be no remaining rooms/suites/apartments with space for more than one person. Be sure to let your roommates know if you remove them, as they will then need to proceed through the process using their individual pick time.

Note: If you are choosing as an individual and no rooms are found, it means that all rooms have been assigned and you will be placed on the waiting list based on your pick time and will be placed as spaces become available. You will be assigned to housing.

On the room booking screen, you will place yourself and your matched roommates in their specific rooms/beds within the room/suite/apartment. Once you agree and submit, your room choices are final. You do not have the ability to make any changes after you confirm and submit.
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If you forget to assign yourself or any member of your matched roommate group to the suite you have selected, you will receive the message below. You must go back and assign everyone in your group in order to complete the room selection process, which may mean removing matched roommates from your group so you all fit in the selected suite.

After assigning all members of your matched group and clicking “I Agree – Submit My Room Selection,” you will receive an email with your assigned housing for the fall 2017 semester and all students that were assigned at the same time.